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ABSTRACT
Patent examiners need to solve a complex information retrieval task
when they assess the novelty and inventive step of claims made
in a patent application. Given a claim, they search for prior art,
which comprises all relevant publicly available information. This
time-consuming task requires a deep understanding of the respective technical domain and the patent-domain-specific language. For
these reasons, we address the computer-assisted search for prior
art by creating a training dataset for supervised machine learning
called PatentMatch. It contains pairs of claims from patent applications and semantically corresponding text passages of different
degrees from cited patent documents. Each pair has been labeled
by technically-skilled patent examiners from the European Patent
Office. Accordingly, the label indicates the degree of semantic correspondence (matching), i.e., whether the text passage is prejudicial
to the novelty of the claimed invention or not. Preliminary experiments using a baseline system show that PatentMatch can
indeed be used for training a binary text pair classifier on this challenging information retrieval task. The dataset is available online:
https://hpi.de/naumann/s/patentmatch.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Language resources; Supervised
learning; • Social and professional topics → Patents; • Information systems → Retrieval tasks and goals.
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PASSAGE RETRIEVAL FROM PRIOR ART

Language understanding is a very difficult task. Even more so when
considering technical, patent-domain-specific documents. Modern
deep learning approaches come close in grasping the semantic
meaning of simple texts, but require a huge amount of training data.
We provide a large annotated dataset of patent claims and corresponding prior art, which not only can be used to train machine
learning algorithms to recommend suitable passages to human
experts, but also illustrates how experts solve this very complex
IR-problem.
In general, a patent entitles the patent owner to exclude others
from making, using, or selling an invention. For this purpose, the
patent comprises so-called patent claims (usually at the end of a
technical description of the invention). These claims legally specify
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the scope of protection of the invention. In order to obtain a patent,
it is required that the invention as defined in the claims is new and
inventive over prior art [18]. A patent application therefore has to be
filed at a patent office where it is examined on novelty and inventive
step by a technically skilled examiner. In case a patent is granted,
said patent is published again as a separate patent document. For
this reason, there exists a huge corpus of publicly available patent
documents, i.e., published patent applications and patents.
As a further consequence of this huge patent literature corpus,
the examiners usually focus their prior art search on relevant patent
documents. Accordingly, they try to retrieve at least one older
patent document that discloses the complete invention as defined
in the claims, in particular in independent claim 1. In other words,
such a novelty-destroying document must comprise passages that
semantically match with the definition of claim 1 of the examined
patent application. Said novelty-destroying document is manually
marked by an expert as “X” document in the search report issued by
the patent office [16]. Any retrieved document that does not disclose
the complete invention defined in claim 1 but at least renders it
obvious, is marked as “Y” document in the search report. Further
found documents that form technological background but are not
relevant to the novelty or inventive step of claim 1, are marked as
“A” documents. As a consequence, only one retrieved “X” document
or “Y” document is enough to refuse claim 1 and hence the patent
application. Due to this circumstance, the search task is rather
focused on precision than on recall. Usually, a search report issued
for an examined patent application only comprises a few (e.g., 5)
cited patent documents, wherein (as far as possible) at least one
document is novelty destroying (marked as “X” document).
Advantageously, a search report issued by the European Patent
Office (EPO) not only cites patent documents deemed relevant by an
expert but also indicates for each cited document which paragraphs
within the document are found to be relevant for the examined
claims. Figure 1 exemplifies such a search report. The EPO search
report annotates each claim of the examined patent application
with specific text passages (i.e., paragraphs) of a cited document.
The EPO calls this rich-format citation. Given the application with
the filing number EP18214053, a patent officer cited prior art with
the publication number EP1351172A1. For example, paragraph 2728, 60 and 70-74 are relevant passages for assessing the novelty of
claims 1 and 3 to 9. The search report also lists which search terms
were used. In this case, it is the IPC subclass G06K.

Figure 1: In this excerpt from a search report, a patent examiner cites paragraph numbers of the published patent document
EP1351172A1 for assessing the novelty of claim 1 and 3-9 of application EP18214053.
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passages for training, which were manually extracted from search
reports. The passages are contained in “X” documents and “Y” documents referenced by patent examiners in the search reports. Similar
passage retrieval tasks can be found in other domains as well, e.g.,
passage retrieval for question answering within Wikipedia [3].
Research in the patent domain is limited for three reasons: patentdomain-specific knowledge is necessary to understand (1) different
types of documents (patent applications, granted patents, search reports), (2) different classification schemes (IPC, CPC, USPC) and (3)
the steps of the patenting process (filing, examination, publication,
granting, opposition).
In this paper, we present PatentMatch, a dataset of claims
from patent applications matched with paragraphs from prior art,
e.g., published patent documents. Professional patent examiners
labeled the claims with references to paragraphs that are prejudicial
to the novelty of the claim (“X” documents, positive samples) or
that are not prejudicial but represent merely technical background
(“A” documents, negative samples). We collected these labels from
search reports created by patent examiners, resolved the claims and
paragraphs referenced therein, and extracted the corresponding
text passages from the patent documents. This procedure resulted
in a dataset of six million examined claims and semantically corresponding (matching) text passages that are prejudicial or not
prejudicial to the novelty of the claims. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 3 describes the data collection
and processing steps in detail and provides dataset examples and
statistics. Section 4 outlines research tasks that could benefit from
the dataset and presents a preliminary experiment for one of these
tasks. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a discussion of the potential
impact of the presented dataset.

RELATED WORK

Finding relevant prior art is even for well-trained experts a hard
and cumbersome task [10]. Due to the large volume of literature
to be considered as well as the required domain knowledge, patent
officers rely on modern information systems to support them with
their task [17]. Nevertheless, the outcome of a prior art search,
either to check for patentability or validity of a patent, remains
imperfect and biased based on the patent examiner and her search
strategy [14]. In addition, different patent offices can reach different
conclusions for the same search [18]. With this paper we hope to
open the door to qualitatively and systematically analyse the search
practice particularly at European Patent Office.
Traditionally, related work at the intersection of information
retrieval and patent analysis aims to support the experts by automatically identifying technical terms in patent documents [11] or
keywords that relate to the novelty of claims in applications [23].
A challenge that all natural language processing applications in the
patent domain have is to cope with the legal jargon and specialized terminology, which led to the use of patent-domain-specific
word embeddings in deep learning approaches [1, 21]. Further,
patent classification is the most prominent task for the application
of natural language processing in this domain, with supervised
deep learning approaches outperforming all other methods [15, 21].
Large amounts of labeled training data are available for this task because every published patent document and application is classified
according to standardized, hierarchical classification schemes.
Prior art search is a document retrieval task where the goal is
to find related work for a given patent document or application.
Formulating the corresponding search query is a research challenge
typically addressed with keyword extraction [8, 24, 26]. Further,
there is research on tools to support expert users in defining search
queries [22] or non-expert users in exploring the search space step
by step [13]. The task that we focus on in this paper is patent passage retrieval. Given a query passage, e.g., a claim, the task is to find
relevant passages in a corpus of text documents to, e.g., decide on
the novelty of the claim. In the CLEF-IP series of shared tasks, there
was a claims to passage task in 2012 [7, 20]. The shared task dataset
contains 2.3 million documents and 2700 relevance judgements of
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PATENTMATCH DATASET

The basis of our dataset is the EP full-text data for text analytics
by the EPO.1 It contains the XML-formatted full-texts and publication meta-data of all filed patent applications and published patent
documents processed by the EPO since 1978. From 2012 onwards,
1 https://www.epo.org/searching-for-patents/data/bulk-data-sets/text-analytics
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Claim 1 of application EP17862550:
An engine for a ship, comprising: …an air supply apparatus
supplying the air to the cylinder wherein the air supply
apparatus includes an auxiliary air supply member …

Table 1: Dataset statistics: Each sample is a pair of an application’s claim and paragraph cited from either an “X” document (positive sample) or “A” document (negative sample).
Samples
“X” document citations
“A” document citations
Distinct patent applications
Distinct cited documents
Distinct claim texts
Distinct cited paragraphs
Median claim length (chars)
Median paragraph length (chars)

6,259,703
3,492,987
2,766,716

Paragraphs 35-37 of “X” document US5271358A:
…the engine system 10 includes a second gaseous injector 57
in fluid communication with the cylinder bore 16 through fuel
injection port 27 in addition to the gaseous fuel injector 56…

31,238
33,195
297,147
520,376

Paragraphs 31-32 of “A” document US2016298554A1:
…gaseous fuel may be injected from gaseous fuel
injector 38 while the air intake ports 32 are open…

274
476

Figure 2: An excerpt from a search report showing a claim
and cited paragraphs. The “X” document (positive sample)
is novelty-destroying for the claim while the “A” document
(negative sample) is not novelty-destroying and merely constitutes technical background.

the search reports for all patent applications are also included. In
these reports, patent examiners cite paragraphs from prior art documents if these paragraphs are relevant for judging the novelty and
inventive step of an application claim. Although there are no search
reports available for applications filed before 2012, we do not discard these older applications because their corresponding published
patent documents are frequently referenced as prior art. We use
all available search reports to create a dataset of claims of patent
applications matched with prior art, more precisely, paragraphs of
cited “X” documents and “A” documents.
Our data processing pipeline uses Elasticsearch for storing and
searching through this large corpus of about 210GB of text data.
As a first data preparation step, an XML parser extracts the full
text and meta-data from the raw, multi-nested XML files. Further,
for each citation within a search report, it extracts claim number,
patent application ID, date, paragraph number, and the type of the
references, i.e., “X” document or “A” document.
Since the search reports were written in a rather systematic, but
still unstructured and non-consistent way, a second parsing step
standardizes the data format of paragraph references. References
like “[paragraph 23]-[paragraph 28]” or “0023 - 28” are converted to
complete enumerations of paragraph numbers “[23,24,25,26,27,28]”.
Furthermore, references by patent examiners comprise not only text
paragraphs but also figures, figure captions, or the whole document.
In our standardization process, all references that do not resolve to
text paragraphs are discarded.
In the final step, we use the index of our Elasticsearch document
database to resolve the referenced paragraph numbers (together
with the corresponding document identifiers) to the paragraph
texts. Similarly, we resolve the claim texts corresponding to the
claim numbers. Thereby, we obtain a dataset that consists of a
total of 6,259,703 samples, where each sample contains a claim
text, a referenced paragraph text, and a label indicating one of
the two types of reference: “X” document (positive sample) or “A”
document (negative sample). Table 1 lists statistics of the full dataset
and Figure 2 exemplifies a claim text and cited paragraph texts of
positive and negative samples.
We also provide two variations of the data for simplified usage
in machine learning scenarios. The first variation balances the label
distributions by downsampling the majority class. For each sample
with a claim text and a referenced paragraph labeled “X”, there is

also a sample with the same claim text with a different referenced
paragraph labeled “A” and vice versa. This balanced training set
consists of 347,880 samples. In this version of the dataset, different
claim texts can have different numbers of references. The number
of “X” and “A” labels is only balanced for each claim text itself.
The second variation balances not only the label distribution but
also the distribution of claim texts. Further downsampling ensures
that there is exactly one sample with label “X” and one sample with
label “A” for each claim text. As a result, every claim in the dataset
occurs in exactly two samples. This restriction reduces the dataset
to 25,340 samples.
The PatentMatch dataset is published online with example
code that shows how to use it for supervised machine learning, and
a description of the data collection and preparation process.2 As the
underlying raw data has been released by the EPO under Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International Public License, we also
release our dataset under the same license.3 To foster comparable
evaluation settings in future work, we separated it into a training
set (80%) and a test set (20%) with a time-wise split based on the
application filing date: All applications contained in the training
set have an earlier filing date than all applications contained in the
test set.
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PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

Modern information retrieval systems do not solely rely on matching keywords from queries with documents. Especially for complex information needs, semantic knowledge needs to be incorporated [5]. With the rise of deep learning models, as well as word
and document embeddings, improvements in grasping the semantic
meaning of queries and documents have been made [2]. A number of related tasks aim at finding semantically related information, making use of advanced semantic representations [6] and
intelligent retrieval models [19]. Passage retrieval [12], document
2 https://hpi.de/naumann/s/patentmatch

3 https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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clustering [9], and question answering [27] all rely on identifying
semantically related information.
Addressing a first exemplary task, we conducted preliminary
experiments on text pair classification with Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT) [4] as a baseline system.
The text pair classification uses the same neural network architecture as the next sentence prediction task: Given a pair of sentences,
the next sentence prediction task is to predict if the second sentence is a likely continuation of the first sentence. In our text pair
classification scenario, given a claim text and a cited paragraph text,
the task is to decide whether the paragraph corresponds to an “X”
document (positive sample) or an “A” document (negative sample).
To make this decision, the model needs to assess the novelty of the
claim in comparison to the paragraph. To this end, it transforms
the input text to sub-word tokens and transforms them to their
embedding representations. These representation pass through 12
layers of bidirectional Transformers [25] and the final hidden state
of the special token [CLS] encodes the output class label. Our
implementation uses the FARM framework and the pre-trained
bert-base-uncased model.4
The test set accuracy on the balanced variation of the data is 54%.
On the second variation of the data, which contains exactly one “X”
document citation and one “A” document citation per claim, the
accuracy on the test set is 52%. For both variations, the accuracy
improvements per training epoch are small and the validation loss
stops to decrease after training for 6 epochs. It is not to our surprise
that the task poses a difficult challenge and that a fine-tuned BERT
model is only slightly better than random guessing. The complex
linguistic patterns, the legal jargon, and the patent-domain-specific
language make it sheer impossible for laymen to manually solve
this task and therefore an interesting research challenge for future
work.
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which relevant patents they miss and for what reason. By providing
the matched claims and paragraphs, the search process of patent officers can be analyzed and search results compared. For future work,
our learned model could be used to adapt the experts’ keyword
queries for higher recall and to understand the relationship between
results from manually curated queries and (relevant) results from
deep learning models.
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